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Formers' Corner
Paul Hoffman graduated from MTSU in 2012
with an M.A. in Public History. Before coming
to MTSU and working as a graduate
research assistant for the Center for Historic
Preservation, Paul was a historic
conservation contractor for historic buildings
in Middle Tennessee. He currently works as a historic preservationist with the
Metropolitan Historic Zoning Commission in Nashville, where he conducts research
and analysis for review work for more than 900 properties and approximately 30
overlays. This video is available here, as part of the Formers' Corner playlist on the
CHP YouTube channel.

Scholars
Students Pursue Special Projects for Their Ph.D.
Residencies
As part of the Public History Ph.D. Program at MTSU,
graduate students are required to pursue a “residency,” or
intensive special project, after they have completed their
coursework and while they begin to focus on their
dissertations. Ideally, the residency provides “real world”
experience with a partner in the field and also contributes
to the student’s dissertation work.

Some of Victoria Hensley’s
research on Tennessee
craftspeople has been
shared on the digital

In Fall 2020, two of the Center’s graduate research
archive’s Instagram page.
assistants, Victoria Hensley and Ethan Holden, began their
residencies, which will continue until the end of the Spring
2021 semester. Victoria’s residency is with the Black Craftspeople Digital Archive, a
new effort to showcase the work of Black craftspeople and share the histories of the
artisans themselves. Started in 2019, the project is the brainchild of Dr. Tiffany
Momon, a former Center graduate research assistant and current visiting assistant
professor at Sewanee: The University of the South. As her residency got started,
Victoria helped with the beta launch of the digital archive and interactive map, which
featured identified craftspeople from South Carolina.
Subsequently, Victoria has completed research to expand the scope of the digital
archive. “I have been able to complete research identifying several hundred free and
enslaved Black craftspeople from across the state of Tennessee,” she notes. “This
residency project has allowed me to dig deeper into the lives of free and enslaved
Black makers, creators, and artists, and provided a new platform to get these stories
out to a wider audience."

Ethan is conducting a survey of Tennessee Century
Farms in Wilson County, which has the most Century
Farms in the state at 105. Ethan, who lives on a farm in
the county, created a survey for farmers to fill out. The
survey gives farmers the opportunity to update existing
information about their farms and, most importantly, to
share their concerns about preservation and their plans
for long-term survival.

The W.B. Walker Farm (1858)
in Watertown is participating
in the Wilson County Century
Farm survey.

“The Wilson County Century Farm Survey has been an
incredibly rewarding experience in an
uncharacteristically tough year,” says Ethan. “For me, the most fulfilling and
informative part of this residency has been the fieldwork. Hearing owners talk about
their history, the challenges they face, and their plans for the future are invaluable to
my research on rural preservation and agricultural history. Equally important are the
personal connections I make with the owners, whose backgrounds and experiences
are similar to my own.”
Stay tuned to the Center’s social media in the coming months to learn more about the
final products that Victoria and Ethan create through their residencies, as well as
updates on new residency projects that Jennifer Ruch and Layla Smallwood are
starting this semester.—Antoinette van Zelm, assistant director

Partners
TPS-MTSU Launches Civil Rights Fellowship

This news story from The
Evening World [New York],
Aug. 3, 1922, was selected
by a Tennessee teacher as
a primary source for the
teaching of the long arc of
the civil rights movement.

Teaching with Primary Sources – MTSU has had to adapt
many of our program offerings during the pandemic,
including one of our major new initiatives, the Teaching
with Primary Sources (TPS) Civil Rights Fellowship. This
Fellowship was created in 2019 out of a partnership with
the TPS consortium members at Mars Hill University and
the University of South Carolina, with the purpose of
bringing together a cohort of educators from our three
respective states and immersing them in sources and
strategies for teaching the long arc of civil rights. Each
partner institution is spearheading a series of events that
will focus on American slavery (Mars Hill), Reconstruction
and Jim Crow (MTSU), and the modern Civil Rights
Movement (USC).

The cohort, consisting of eighteen K-12 educators (six
from each state), began by selecting primary sources from the Library of Congress
Web site and reading Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You, by Jason Reynolds and
Ibram X. Kendi. An introductory virtual meeting in the Fall of 2020 involved discussion
of these resources, particularly focusing on foundational concepts for teaching the long
arc of civil rights and how we help students understand contemporary events in light of
the past. Guest experts LaGarrett King (University of Missouri), Tina Heafner
(University of North Carolina, Charlotte), and Jenice King (George Mason University)
presented their work on these issues in our second virtual meeting.
TPS-MTSU hopes to be able to host in-person workshops in Fall 2021 to cover our
portion of the “long arc of civil rights,” including guest speakers and site visits. The
culminating event is projected to take place in 2022 as a mini-conference to allow each
member of the cohort to present the lesson plans they have developed as part of their
in-depth explorations. Both the Fellowship and the mini-conference are funded by the
Library of Congress Teaching with Primary Sources program. —Stacey Graham,
research professor

Leaders
Preparing for the 250th Anniversary of the
American Revolution
As Tennessee prepares to commemorate the
250th anniversary of the American Revolution, the
Center for Historic Preservation continues to lead
preservation efforts for three significant projects in
upper East Tennessee’s Hawkins County—the
Powel Law Office, the Amis Farm, and Stony Point.
All three properties, which date from c. 1780 to c.
1806, tell stories of Tennessee’s early history in the
aftermath of the Revolution.

Under restoration by the Rogersville
Heritage Association, the Powel Law
Office is in remarkably good
condition given its age.

The Powel Law Office, an outstanding example of early Tennessee log craftsmanship,
is associated with legal giant Samuel Powel, whose sons served in the War with
Mexico and the Civil War. One of the family’s enslaved, Harriet Powel, was later
involved in one of the most famous Underground Railroad escapes to freedom in New
York state history. The Center’s architectural and historical assessment supports the
building’s ongoing restoration by the Rogersville Heritage Association, which also plans
to restore the nearby historic Rogers Tavern.
The Amis Farm, built c. 1781-82 by North Carolina Revolutionary War leader Thomas
Amis, is one of Tennessee’s oldest homes (and is still owned by the family’s
descendants). Amis established a farm, mill, trading post, and tavern on the property,
providing a gateway for new settlers. More than thirty enslaved workers operated the
farm’s businesses in the late eighteenth century. Ph.D. candidates Steph McDougal,
Ethan Holden, Mandy Hamilton, and Robby Kurtz researched and drafted a heritage
development report to give the family options to consider as the 250th commemoration
of the American Revolution nears.
Last fall, West and Ph.D. candidates Katherine Hughes and John Lodl returned to East
Tennessee to examine the interiors and decorative arts objects of Stony Point, a c.
1780 stone house in Surgoinsville owned by direct descendants of Stony Point’s
founder, William Armstrong. This report’s research will serve as the foundation for an
updated National Register nomination and full interpretive assessment of the property,
sharing the history of at least six generations of the Armstrong family—both men and
women, as well as all those who labored, enslaved and free, in the house and on the
property.—Laura Holder, federal liaison, Tennessee Civil War National Heritage Area

Upcoming
February 11 (Online)—Teaching with Primary Sources—MTSU Workshop, "Digging in
with TPS-MTSU: Teaching Black History Month" Webinar.
February 24 (Online)—Teaching with Primary Sources—MTSU Workshop,
"Democratizing the Historical Narrative with Primary Sources" Session at the
Tennessee Council for Social Studies virtual conference.
March 9 (Online)—Teaching with Primary Sources—MTSU Workshop, "Tracing the
Trail of Tears through Tennessee," part of the Discover Tennessee History Webinar
Series.
March 11 (Online)—Teaching with Primary Sources—MTSU Workshop, "Digging in with
TPS-MTSU: Scientific Advancements" Webinar.
March 20 (In-person)—CHP Spring 2021 Cemetery Preservation Workshop, Pleasant
Garden Cemetery, Chattanooga.
April 8 (Online)—Teaching with Primary Sources—MTSU Workshop, "Digging in with
TPS-MTSU: Tennessee Literature" Webinar.
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